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Humphrey, supported by Jewish Wall Street banking

the dollar ("slashing" the immense dollar debts con

institutions. The struggle is no holes barred: recently,

tracted by Third World countries), but it would beyond

journalists of the New York Times, linked to Mondale,

any doubt leave high and dry the big American banks
as

Chase) which,

precisely,

accused Rockefeller of deploying terrorists (such as the

(such

Irish Provisionals) and running drugs.

creditors fo the developing countries.

are

the biggest

The danger, for Rockefeller and the financiers in
Taking advantage of these fights in the liberal and
progressive American

wing

are,

in

fact,

the

con

general, is immense: that is why the struggle does not
exclude low blows, from the
nuclear

the

orchestration

plants

down

of riots

to - some

servatives, tied to solid agricultural-industrial circles,

against

who hate the financiers ("radical-chic and usurers") of

say - assassinations (using ultraleft killers) of persons
hostile to Wall Street. "The Washington Post is a signal

Washington.
Among other things, the American right wing proposes

for the terrorists," asserts the members of the U.S.

and

Labor Party. "After Ponto, they will try to kill some of

returning to a "gold base" in international exchange. a

us, probably our chairman LaRouche, who is currently in

program which would put a brake on inflation or devalue

Germany."

abandoning

the

dollar

as

a

reserve

currency

Call To Investigate Weathermen
The U.S. Labor Party has strongly condemned the
release this week of Weatherman terrorist Mark Rudd.
Informed that Rudd, a founder of the terrorist organiz

"A congressional investigation should also include an
inquiry into why Griffin Bell's Justice Department and
the FBI are not pursuing Federal Grand Jury indict

ation, had been charged with only misdemeanors and

ments handed down in 1969 and 1970 in Chicago and

Party

Detroit by the Nixon Administration against 20 Weather

had had

only

minimal

bail

set,

Labor

U.S.

West

men terrorists. Weathermen spokesmen had announced

Germany: "I am doubly outraged over the release of

last year that negotiations with the Democratic Party

Rudd. Firstly, because this travesty of letting terrorists

began even before Jimmy Carter was installed in the

Chairman

Lyndon

H.

LaRouche

stated

from

go free occurs while blood is flowing across Europe from
terrorist

attacks.

Secondly,

because

the

American

White House and that a deal had been struck to drop any
Federal prosecutions of the organization."

people would tolerate this. If this situation is tolerated
From Whence Mark Rudd

any further, the United States is finished."
At the same tiJlle, the National Committee of the U.S.

Before the formation of the Weathermen, Rudd was a

Labor Party in New York called for a new Congressional

"leader" of Students for a Democratic Society, which

investigation into the continuing international terrorist

was set up by the left-CIA League for Industrial Dem

activities of the Weathermen networks.
In announcing the call, a National Committee spokes

ocracy

to

initiate

a

Maoist

counterculture

youth

movement. Shortly after the Columbia Student Strike, a
shift

was

required

to

begin

terrorist

man commented, "We know who Mark Rudd is. Rudd

"radical"

and his friends were the first left-CIA group to attempt

operations, at which time the Weathermen was founded

physical assault on the Labor Committees, when they

with Rudd at the helm. The Weathermen's first act was

tried to disrupt a support meeting for the New York

to expel the pro-working class two-thirds of the SDS

Teachers Strike in 1968.

membership and take the remainder into a terrorist

"The press is now calling Rudd the leader of the 1968

rampage with the "Days of Rage" riots in Chicago in 1969.

Columbia Student Strike; in actuality, Rudd operated
during the strike as a p,aid agent of Ford Foundation

After five years underground, the Weathermen's first

networks, receiving funds conduited through Herbert

foray back into the 'mass movement' was the organizing

Marcuse.
"The purpose in bringing back terrorist agents like

of the "Hard Times Conference" in Chicago .in 1975.
Another counter-gang revealed the fact that the Law
Assistance

Administration,

Rudd, is clear. By 'rehabilitating' Rudd and others, it is

Enforcement

hoped to also rehabilitate the s�:!�"'1t movement, but

government agency, funded the conference.

a

Federal

behind fascist policies, particularly in the ecology move

This was followed by the change of the name to July

ment. It is clear from the movements of the Weathermen

Fourth Coalition, and Philadelphia-Washington, D.C.

over the last two years that the plan is for them to lead

demonstrations on July 4, 1976. The demo was preceded

the left-wing of a fascist movement, comparable to the

by

Nazi Party's Strasserite wing.

terrorism on the same date. After the demonstration,

"The creation of such a new student movement will be

an

elaborate

media

build-up

predicting

nuclear

which was defused by the U.S. Labor Party expose, the

difficult since the U.S. Labor Party has brought the ideas

July Fourth was again renamed the National Peoples

of technological progress, expansion and fusion power to

Alliance, which is now a constituent member of the

the campuses, with increasing effect. The campuses of

Mobilization for Survival.

this country are not a likely spawning ground for such a
fascist movement.

The Mobilization for Survival is pledged to continue
protests against nuclear power plants initiated by the
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Clamshell

Coalition,

Mobilization.

These

which

helped

protesters

to

have

set

the

These groups and their European counterparts are

repeatedly

up

represented by the same group of attorneys, based in

prophesied terrorist acts at nuclear plant sites or

William Kunstler's Center for Constitutional Rights in

terrorist use of nuclear weapons if all development of

New York City. Center for Constitutional �ights, which

nuclear technology and power is not halted.

includes former U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark, is

The

same

organizations

responsible

for

violent

demortstrations in France and West Germany at power

subsidized by foundations, including the Rockefeller
Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and New York

plants are linked with the Mobilization, and the terrorists

Community Trust which is a consortium of the commer

ill West Germany responsible for murdering a number of

cial banks of lower Manhattan.

European anti-Wall Street business and government

New terrorist action will be focused on Kent State

figures in the past three months, function under the cover

University and the anti-nuclear power campaign of the

of the "environmentalist" movement in Europe. The

Institute for Policy Studies' Mobilization for Survival

organizational parallel to the West German "Baader

coalition. The Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) is at the

Meinhof Gang" and the Italian Red Brigades is Rudd's

hub of most terrorism, with its "fellows" forming inter

. Weathermen group, which openly fraternizes with the so
called Symbionese Liberation Army, the New World

locking networks with terrorist groupings. Leading the

Liberation Front, the George Jackson Brigade in Seattle,
the cop-killing Black Liberation Army, and the Puerto

IPS's CounterSpy, in cooperation with Midge Costanza of

Rican FALN bombers. These underground cells all

board

originated from within the Weathermen and then split

controller, will be speaking at Kent on Oct. 1 and 2.

away under various pretexts.
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action at Kent is Tim Butz, one of the original founders of
the Carter White House staff. Marcus Raskin, an IPS
member

and

leading

international

terrorist

